AICTE MOU
eMBAArkers
eMBAArkers, a management education firm founded by alumni of IIM with rich and diversified
experience. This initiative is to revamp management education domain and also to help the
affiliatiated colleges in terms of providing a mentoring support, avalibility of Quality content
through MOOC from best B school, giving a real life exposure to students in real time venture
and providing linkages for corporate careers.
For more details visit eMBArkers at www.embarkers.in
Fourth Ambit
Fourth Ambit (FA) is a platform that enables community academia collaboration for the
promotion of quality education. It provides an online platform to integrates the community and
leverage synergies of scales to influence the following nine value dimensions such as Jobs,
Faculty Capability, Higher Education, Internships,Skilling ,Tech Evangelism, Networking,
Community Causes and Entrepreneurship.
For more details visit Fourth Ambit at www.fourthambit.com
Scholarsmerit
Scholarsmerit provide the access to take Employability & other skill based tests. It provides the
benefit by assessment of knowledge of students, it also do the analysis of the core areas of
improvement for enhancing their probability of obtaining a meaningful employment and also
updates on regular courses where they can enrolled into for knowledge.
For

more

details

visit

scholarsmerit

at

www.scholarsmerit.com

Campus Quotient
Campus Quotient (CQ) is a platform that enables industry academia collaboration.
i. Assess the recipients of the program, to identify the gap index and eligibility of participants
and institutions for the program.
ii. conduct training programs for recipients to be industry ready.
iii. Conduct innovation drives for the participating institutions through innovation Platforms.
iv. Enable train the trainer program for the participating institutions to self-sustain in the long
term for the purpose of training and placement.
v. Provide internship to the eligible candidates from the participating institutions.
vi. Continuous monitoring throughout the transformation journey on the progress of faculty as
industry mentors.
vii. Audit on Campus Quotient progress index - Depends on success rate in the quality of the
candidates and faculty of the participating institutions

Studenting Era
'Studenting Era' is to provide students with a one stop service portal. It provides an
environment, which enables students to get access to information, services and opportunities that
will enable them to enhance their career goals and objectives. Studenting Era provides services
like skill based training, personality assessments & counseling, digital library, international
student cards, employability news & assistance, projects, entrepreneurship development,
webinars and various student lifestyle services.
Studenting Era will sponsor 100% of the membership fees of all registered students and faculty
members of AICTE approved institutions and other sate of the art online trainings & services.

For more details visit 'Studenting Era' at www.studentingera.com

